Threshold Schemes
First studied by Shamir and Blakley in 1979 (t,n) threshold scheme : divides a secret K into n shares so that knowledge of t (threshold) or more shares allows reconstruction of K knowledge of t-1 or fewer leaves K undetermined called perfect if t-1 or fewer shares reveal nothing about K Applications:
Secure distributed storage of a file/key etc. Collective control and computation: threshold encryption and signature Threshold Scheme -An Example
To access a safe At least 2 people need to combine their shares to have the key to the safe Any 2 out of n authorized people can obtain the key (2, n) threshold scheme A (t, n-i) threshold scheme can be constructed from a (t+i, n) threshold scheme by publishing i shares We are interested in the case where the dealer has full control over disenrollment -has the capability to disenroll any participant at any time and prevents the disenrolled participant from getting current and future secrets. In the scheme presented: a coalition of t+i participants at stage 0 can obtain future shared secrets K 1 up to K i in advance The dealer cannot disenroll any of t+i colluders of its choice.
To prevent any set of colluders from obtaining future secrets so to allow the dealer to have the control over disenrollment, the model should ensure that the broadcast P i is needed in the reconstruction of K i
Enforcing the Broadcast Constraint
We add the constraint: 
